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DIFFUSION THEORY OF THE UNIFORM POSITIVE
COLUMN OF A GLOW DISCHARGE IN AN

ELECTRONEGATIVE GAS

INTRODUCTION

Electrical discharges in gases have been observed and care

fully studied for well over a century. During the first fifty years

or so many interesting and complex phenomena were noted, but

knowledge of their nature was for the most part qualitative. In

later years, with refined experimental techniques, quantitative re

sults have been obtained, and theoretical explanations for many of

these phenomena have been proposed. But there are still many

aspects of electrical discharges, especially low pressure glow dis

charges, that lack satisfactory theoretical treatment. One of these

is the prediction of the constitution of the plasma of the uniform

positive column in electronegative gases such as oxygen.

Two forms of the positive column have been observed in oxygen

(6) and certain other gases. The first is characterized by the pres

ence of striations, which may be either stationary or moving,

through which the optical and electrical properties of the plasma

vary. The other form of the positive column is uniform in appear

ance, with no striations, and the optical and electrical properties of

the plasma are regarded as constant along the length of the column

and as having radial symmetry about the axis of a cylindrical
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discharge tube (5, p. 114-115). The voltage gradient along the

length of the uniform positive column is higher than the average volt

age gradient along the length of the striated column, at least in

oxygen (6, p. 764-765). It is the uniform positive column that is

treated in this paper.

The first satisfactory theoretical treatment of the positive

column was proposed by Schottky in 1924 (17). Application of the

Schottky theory is limited to electropositive gases, however, since

it fails to include the possibility of the presence of negative ions in

the discharge. Briefly, the theory assumes the presence of approxi

mately equal numbers of positive ions and electrons forming a quasi-

neutral plasma. When the discharge is first established, the more

mobile electrons give the walls of the discharge tube a small nega

tive charge and set up a small radial electric field. The positive

ions and electrons migrate to the walls in equal numbers under the

combined effects of this field and diffusion, and recombine there.

The plasma is sustained by an ionization process due to the longi

tudinal electric field. The equations of continuity may be written for

the positive ions and electrons, their solutions being zero-order

Bessel functions of an argument which depends on the radius of the

discharge tube. The concentration of positive ions and electrons at

the axis is found from an expression for the current through the
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discharge and the problem is then completely determined (4, p. 245-

246).

In electronegative gases the situation is more complicated and

the theory must be extended to take into account the effects of the

negative ions. Thompson (14, 15, 16) has done quite a bit of experi

mental work with the striated positive column of an oxygen discharge.

His results seem to indicate that in that form of discharge, the con

centration of negative ions is many times that of the electrons (14).

There is no reason not to suspect a similar situation in the uniform

positive column. These ions may contribute significantly to the cur

rent and other discharge characteristics, indicating the need for a

more comprehensive theory. Although many workers have remarked

on the qualitative aspects of such a treatment, the theory itself is far

from complete.

In 1949, Seeliger (18) investigated the one-dimensional case of

a discharge between parallel walls in an electronegative gas. As

suming that the ratio of negative ion to electron concentration is con

stant and much smaller than the ratio of electron to ion mobilities,

he solved the diffusion equation for the rates of production and loss

of electrons and ions. His assumption of the ratio of negative ion to

electron concentration being small is disputed by the work of

Thompson mentioned above.
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Konyukov (11, 12, 13) has recently investigated the effects of

negative ions on the positive column under many different conditions.

His work was concerned mainly with the manner in which the ratio of

negative ion to electron concentration varied when various ionization

and deionization processes were considered. He did not attempt to

determine completely the constitution of the plasma in terms of the

discharge parameters as is done in this paper.

FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

The flux of charged particles in the positive column of a glow

discharge in an electronegative gas in a cylindrical discharge tube

is determined by the electric fields present and by diffusion,

according to the equations

T+ = -D+grad n+ +n+HL+E, (1 j

r_ = -D_grad n_ -n_(j._E, /2\

re = -Degradne -n^E. (3)

Here F. is the particle flux density, D. the diffusion coefficient, n.
1 l

the particle number density, li{ the electrical mobility, and E the

electric field strength. (A complete list of the notational symbols

used throughout this paper will be found in the Appendix. )

Thompson (15, p. 515-516) has identified the main ions present



in the striated positive column of an oxygen glow discharge to be

+
0_ and 0 . We will assume these to be the ions present in the uni

form positive column also. If Zn is the rate of ionization of gas

molecules by primary electrons, Yn is the rate of negative ion
e

production by electron attachment to neutral gas molecules, and Xn

is the rate of negative ion destruction by collisional detachment, the

equation of continuity may be written for each type of particle:

div T = Zn , (4)
+ e

div f = Yn - Xn , (5)
- e -

div F = Zn - Yn + Xn . (6)
e e e -

The ionization processes considered above are probably the most

likely to occur in the positive column of oxygen glow discharges

(16, p. 520-522).

Poisson' s equation for this system is

div E = 4ire(n+ - n_ - ng). (7)

It is desired to obtain solutions n. of the above equations in

cylindrical coordinates (r, cj>, z) coaxial with the discharge tube.

Since the wall of the tube acts as a sink for all current carri

ers, we expect one boundary condition to be

14 = 0 (8)
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at r =R. Consideration of symmetry demands that a second condi-

tion be

fa/ar =o (9)

at r = 0. Finally, because we are investigating the case of a uni

form positive column, we may require that

V*-». (1.)

and that

8E/96 = 0,
^ (12)

9E/6z = 0,
(13)

everywhere.

These conditions for uniformity together with equations for

the particle flux densities show that the electric current density

J = e(r - r - r ) ....
+ - e (14)

is everywhere independent of the <(, and z coordinates. From the

previous equation and the equations of continuity it is evident that

div J = 0.
(15)

Thus, the net current entering any volume V,
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i = r (d^ j) dv (i6)
J V

is zero. If V is taken as a cylinder of radius r coaxial with the

discharge tube, the divergence theorem

f (divT)dV =f (7 • 2)dA, (17)

(where A is the surface enclosing volume V and r is the unit normal

to that surface) along with the axial and azimuthal independence of

J requires that

Jr = 0. (18)

When combined with equation (14) this requires that

r+-r_-re = o, (19)

where I\ is the radial component of T.. Equation (19) merely says

that the flux of positive ions through our cylindrical volume V must

be balanced by an equal flux of negative ions and electrons.

Equations (1) - (3) may therefore be written,

F+ = -D+n^ +n+u+Er, (20)

T_ = - D_n^ - n_HL_Er, (21)

Te = - Den; - neh,eEr, (22)

where n». = dn./dr = 9n./8r in view of equations (10) and (11).
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Substituting equations (20)-(22) into equation (19) and solving

for E leaves
r

Er= (D+nV " D_nl " Den*e>/(n+^+ +n-HL- +neHe)- (23>

By use of equations (7), (20)-(22), and (23), the equations of

continuity may be written

-D+n-y-D+n;/r +u+n;(D+n;-D_n^ -D^ )/<h+u+ +n.K_ +n^e )+

4Tre(n+ - n_ - ne) u+n+ = Zn^ (24)

-D_n»-D_nl/r-u.nL(D+n;-D_nL-Den4)/(n+fJL++n.H._ +neH.e) -

4ire(n+ - n_ - ne)u_n_ = Yn -Xn_, (25)

-Den';-Den4/r-uen- (D+n^- D_n- - Dgn^/^^+n.^.+n^^ -

4rre(n+ - n_ - nju^ = Zng - Yng + Xn_, (26)

where n* =d^/dr2 = 92n./ar2.

Equations (24)-(26) are strongly coupled and non-linear. A

solution would be very difficult to obtain and we are not even sure of

the existence of a unique solution to the equations as they stand. Our

procedure will be to remove the nonlinearities and interdependencies

by making certain simplifying assumptions concerning the nature of
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the discharge and solve the equations in the simplified form (2).

QUASI-NEUTRALITY

Most theories of the positive column (17, 18, 11, 12, 13, 14)

assume quasi-neutrality of charge. That is, that the number densi

ties of charged particles are such that the net charge density in the

column is approximately zero, enough being reserved to provide the

radial field. The charge density of one sign can deviate appreciably

from that of the other only over distances of the order of or smaller

than the Debye shielding length. Under the conditions of pressure

and electric field strength for most glow discharges, the Debye

length is small compared to the linear dimensions of the discharge

tube and quasi-neutrality can be assumed (1, p. 399).

It was shown in the previous section that the flux of charged

particles out of a cylindrical region coaxial with the discharge tube

must be such that the flux of positive ions is balanced by an equal

flux of negative ions and electrons. If the radius of this region is

large compared to the Debye length, quasi-neutrality may be as

sumed in this region as well as in the whole positive column. The

condition for quasi-neutrality may be written

n+ = n_ + V (27)
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The assumption of quasi-neutrality simplifies the equations of

the previous section considerably, but in order to determine com

pletely the problem and remove all interdependencies one more

assumption concerning the relationship between the electron and

ion concentrations must be made.

CONSTANT RATIO APPROXIMATION

One such assumption requires that the number densities of

both types of negatively charged particles vary in the same way with

r. That is, that the ratio of negative ion to electron concentration

is constant throughout the positive column. This approximation is

made by Seeliger (18, p. 95) and by Konyukov (13, p. 972) in their

theories of the positive column where the ionization processes are

as we have assumed. It is also made by Thompson (14, p. 818) for

striated columns. The condition for constant ratio of negative ion

to electron concentration may be written

n - an /TONe (28)

for an arbitrary region within the positive column.

Once both quasi-neutrality and constant ratio are assumed,

the problem is completely determined. Before solving the equations

of continuity for the number densities of charged particles it will be
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interesting to investigate the equations for the radial flux of ions

and electrons under these assumptions.

AMBIPOLAR DIFFUSION

Assuming quasi-neutrality and constant ratio, it is possible

to eliminate the electric field strength from the expressions for the

radial flux of ions and electrons as given by equations (20)-(22).

The equations are further simplified if we assume that the positive

and negative ion temperatures are equal,

T+ = T_ = T, (29)

approximately the temperature of the gas in the positive col

umn. The ratio of electron to ion temperature is thus written

K - Te/T. (30)

These conditions along with the Einstein relation (1, p. 414)

Di/hii =kTi/e (31)

determine the diffusion coefficients for the negative ions and

electrons in terms of the diffusion coefficient for the positive ions,

the mobilities of the ions and electrons, and the ratio of electron to

ion temperature:
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D- =(K.A+)D+, (32)

De =(K,e/,+)D+. (33)

Because we have assumed quasi-neutrality and constant ratio, we

may write the positive and negative ion concentrations in terms of

that of the electrons and the ratio of negative ion to electron concen

tration,

n+=(a +1)V (34)

n-=aV (35)

Substituting equations (19) and (32)-(35) into equations (20)-(22)

results in

r_ +re =- (a +l)D+n; +(a +i)u+neEr, (36)

T_ =- (au_/u+)D+n^ - afi_neEr, (37)

re =- (KKe/^+)D+n; - ^eneEr. (38)

Solving equation (38) for n E gives
e r &

neEr =" re^e " KD+%^+ • (39)

and substituting the result into equations (36) and (37) leaves

r. +[1 +(a +l)u+/^]re =- (a +1)(K +1)D n», (40)

r- " (a^.Ae)re =(au./^+)(K - 1) D+n;. (41,
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The desired equation is obtained by subtracting equation (41) fr<

(40) and solving the difference for T .
e

•om

(K + 1) +[K(u_/V+ +1) - (ll_/u+ - l)]a
Fe ="{ S+K+/,e) +(,+/,e ;7A> >D+ne' (42)

which might be written

T = - D a n',
e e e

where the ambipolar diffusion coefficient for electrons is

(K + 1) + [K(u_/u^ + 1) - (u /u. - 1)
D a = {

e

(K + l) + [K(u./u+ + 1) - (u_/u+ - l)]a
(1 +f^+/fie) +(u+/ji +u_/u )a }

(43)

(44)

Similarly, we may substitute nj/a for n»e everywhere in equations

(40) and (41), multiply equation (40) by (au_/ue) and equation (41) by

[1 + (a + l)u+/ne], add the two equations and solve the sum for T

[2u„/ue - (K - l)u_/u+] + (2u_/ue)a
F" ="( (1 +M-+/^e) +(lx+Ae +v._7^~Jl }D+* <45>

This equation may also be written in terms of an ambipolar diffusion

coefficient,

F- = " D- n-' (46)

where the ambipolar diffusion coefficient for negative ions is
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[2u /u - (K - l)u /u J + (2u /u )a
D_ =(—'—-^—7 ~—r y e >D+« (47)(1 + H+/Vg) + (^+/He + \i-_/\i.e)a, +

For the sake of being complete, we may write the equation for the

radial flux of positive ions by adding equations (44) and (45), and

substituting T + r = T , n1 = n'/(a + 1), and n' = an' /(a + 1) into
- e t e t — t

their sum,

(K + 1) + (2,a /u )a
r = - { 1 }D,n'. (48)

+ (1 +u+/ue) + (u+/ue +u_/Ke)a + +

This may be written

T+ =-Da n'+, (49)

where the ambipolar diffusion coefficient for positive ions is

(K + 1) + (2u /u )a
D = { -. r }D . (50)+ (1 +H+/Ve) + (u+/ue +u_/^e)a +

Equations (43), (46), and (49) are the desired equations for the

radial diffusion of electrons and ions. Only two of the three equa

tions are really independent, the third is given only for the sake of

physical completeness.

It is interesting to see how the values of the ambipolar dif

fusion coefficients compare with each other at different values of a.

We will assume that the positive column is made up of electrons
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and 0+ and 0" ions (15, p. 515-516) and will plot D* against afor
the uniform positive column of an oxygen discharge under typical

operating conditions. These are taken from Giintherschulze (6, p.

764) who noted that for a 25 ma discharge in a 1. 5 cm radius tube:

E = 12.3 v/cm, pQ = 0.437 torr, and T = 347°K. The electron

temperature and the drift velocity of the electrons at E/p = 28. 2
o

v/cm-torr are taken from the data of Healey and Kirkpatrick (9, p.
94) and are assumed to be the same as in a Townsend discharge in

oxygen: Tg =19950°K, and v& =9. 55 x106 cm/sec. The data of
Healey and Kirkpatrick are small by a factor of 2 at lower values of

E/pQ when compared to those measured by various others, but are

the only data available for E/p large enough to correspond to
o

Giintherschulze's data. The drift velocities of the 0+ and 0" ions
2

are assumed to be the same as those in a Townsend discharge at

this value of E/Pq and are taken from Burch and Geballe (3, P. 42):

v+ =4. 1x 104 cm/sec and v_ =8. 65 x104 cm/sec. Using these
data it is found that : K=T&/t =57. 5, u/^ =v+/v =4. 3x 10"3,

^_/ue=v_/ve =9.06x 10~3, u_/n+ =vyv+= 2.11, and D+=v+kT/eE*
2 7

10 cm /sec. These numbers are substituted into equations (44),
(47) and (50) and Da is plotted against a in Figure 1.

It can be seen from Figure 1how the degree of electronegatic-

ity of the gas affects the radial motions of the ions and electrons.
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FIG. I
Ambipolar diffusion coefficients vs. ratio of negative ion to

electron concentration
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For very low values of a the gas is essentially electropositive and

the negative ions can be neglected. Here, we see that the ambi

polar diffusion coefficients of the positive ions and the electrons are

equal as in the Schottky theory (17, p. 637). This, along with quasi-

neutrality, requires that the positive ions and the electrons migrate

to the walls of the tube in the same manner and in equal numbers.

Similarly, for very highly electronegative gases, corresponding to

very high values of a, the electrons are so few as to be negligible

when considering radial diffusion, and the ambipolar diffusion coef

ficients of the positive and negative ions are seen to be equal,

which along with quasi-neutrality requires that they also migrate to

the walls in the same manner and in equal numbers. We expect the

situation for a moderately electronegative gas like oxygen to be

somewhere between these limits.

It is also noticed from Figure 1 that for a less than 6. 58 x 10

the ambipolar diffusion coefficient for negative ions is negative.

This would require the radial motion of the negative ions to be

toward the axis. The concentration of negative ions would build up

infinitely at the axis in this case had we not included a negative ion

destruction mechanism, collisional detachment, in our theory.

The numerical value for the situation depicted by the example

of this section will next be determined, and the problem completely
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solved.

SOLUTION ASSUMING QUASI-NEUTRALITY AND CONSTANT RATIO

If both quasi-neutrality and constant ratio are assumed, the

problem is completely determined and equations (49), (46), and

(43) may be used for the radial flux of ions and electrons. The num

ber densities of the negative ions and electrons may also be written

n-=aV (51)

"e =n-/a' (52)
ne =n+/(a +l). (53)

Thus, the equations of continuity may be written entirely in terms

of the number density of each particle:

•D+a»V^n;/r =Zn+/(a +l), (54)
•D_ n» -D_an' /r = Yn /a - Xn ,

"^"e " D*K/T =Zn„ •Yn +aXn .
(55)

(56)

These equations may be rearranged and are recognized as Bessel' s

equations of order zero,

n«+ +n;/r+[z/(a +l)D+a]n+,0, (57)
n» +nVr +[ (Y - aX)/aD_a]n_ =0, (58)
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n"e +n'/r +[(Z - Y+aX)/D a]n =0, (59)

with solutions (10, p. 131)

n+ =n+ J0([z/(a + l)D^]2r}, (60)
1

1

n_ - n° Jo{[ (Y - aX)/aD_a]^r }, (61)

1

ne =n° Jq{[ (Z - Y+aX)/Dga] 2r}. (62)

The boundary condition at the wall demands that n = 0 at r = R.
i

Since the first root of J (M) is at M = 2.40, the arguments of each

of the Bessel functions in equations (60)-(62) must be equal to 2.40

r/R. Thus,

1

[Z/(a + 1)D l2 - 2. 40/R,
4

(63)

1

[ (Y - aX)/aD a]"Z = 2. 40/R, (64)

al
[(Z-Y+aX)/D ]2=2.40/R. (65)

As in the previous section, only two of the above equations are

completely independent as D a = (a + 1)D a - a D_ as can be seen

from equations (50), (47), and (44). For this reason equation (65)

will not be considered in what follows.
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The ionization, attachment, and detachment rates may be

written

Z = ave = apeE, (66)

Y = nv = t|» E, (67)

X = 6v_ = Sjj_E. (6g;

Substituting equations (47), (50)r and (66)-(68) into equations

(64) and (65), writing D+ =K+kT/e by the Einstein relation, squaring
the results and rearranging leaves

2(a/po)(E/po)(poR) (a +i)[(K +i)+ (2fx_/ue)a]
(2.40)2(u+/^)(kT/e) (1 +̂ >+^ +̂ )a

e

[ti/p )- a(u_/u )(6/p )](E/p )(p R)2
. c __\ O O

(2.40)2(K+/^)(kT/e)

a[(2u_/hxe) - (K - l)|x_/n+ +(2hl_/u )a]

(1 +u /n ) + (u A + n /u )j
+ e + e _ e

(7 0)

If the coefficients for the ionization, attachment, and detach

ment processes were all known as functions of E/p^ then equation

(69) and (7 0) could be solved for a and used to determine the rela

tion between E/po and PqR. Information on a/po and rr/p at vari
lOUS
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values for of E/p is available for a Townsend discharge in oxygen
o

from the work of Harrison and Geballe (7, p. 372) and will be as

sumed to be valid in the positive column of our glow discharge.

However, there are not sufficient data available on the detachment

process to determine 6/po even in the Townsend discharge. Be

cause of this unavailability of data we will use Guntherschulze1 s

experimental determination of E/pQ vs pQR for the specific example

cited in the previous section and will solve equation (69) for a and

equation (7 0) for s/pQ. Recalling that for this example E/Pq =28. 2

v/cm-torr, we find from Harrison and Geballe (7, p. 372) that a/pQ

= 3. 85 x 10 /cm-torr, and n/pQ =8.8x10" /cm-torr.

Equation (69) may be written as a quadratic equation in a,

(2u_/ue)a2 + [(K +1) +2K_/ue - (u+/ug +u_/ue)f]a +

[(K + 1) - (1 + n+/n )f] = 0, (71)

where f is the term on the left side of equation (69). Denoting the

coefficient of a2 as A, that of a as B, and the constant term as C,

equation (74) may be written

Aa2 + Ba +C = 0. (72)

The solution of this quadratic equation takes the standard form
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a =-B/2A± [(B/2A)2 - C/A] 2. (73)

The plus sign is used in the above equation since a must be posi

tive.

For the example of the last section mentioned above we find
-2

that f = 630, A = 1.81 x 10 , B = 50. 1, and C= -574. Substituting

these numbers into equation (75) gives a = 8. 4'. there are 8.4

times as many negative ions as there are electrons in the positive

column for this example. Substituting this value of a and the data

mentioned previously into equation (70) and solving for S/p results
o

in a value of 1. 88/cm-torr. For the particular example we are

describing, the rate of negative ion destruction by collisional de

tachment is Xn = (6/p )(p )(v )(an ) =59. 7 x 104 n /sec, the rate
o o e e

of electron attachment is Yn = (T]/p0)(p0)(v )(n ) =36. 5x iC4 n /

sec, and the rate of ionization by primary electrons is Zn =

(a/po)(po)(ve)(ne) - 16. 1x104 ne/sec. Using these numbers and
the equations of continuity, we see that the total rate of production

of positive ions by ionization and deionization processes is Zn =
e

4

16. 1x10 n /sec, that for negative ions is Yn - Xn = -23 2 x
4 . S 6

10 n /sec, and that for electrons is Zn - Yn + Xn = 39 3 x
e e

10 ne/sec. The balance of the plasma is maintained by ambipolar

diffusion of positive ions and electrons to the walls of the discharge
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tube and of negative ions to the axis. Notice that the net rate of

production of negative ions by the attachment and detachment proi-

cesses is negative. This means that the ambipolar diffusion of

negative ions has to be radially inward to balance this effect.

This was mentioned in a different light in the section on ambipolar

diffusion.

The concentration of electrons at the axis of the tube may be

determined from consideration of the current passing axially

through the column. The current density is principally axial and

will be given by

J=(nu +nu +nu )eE . (74)
+n+ _n_ e e

Using quasi-neutrality and constant ratio to write the positive and

negative ion concentrations in terms of that of the electrons and

using the Bessel function solution for the electron concentration,

the expression for the current density becomes,

J=[u._+au. + (a + lkJeE n J (2. 40 r/R). (75)
e t e o

The above equation is integrated to get an expression for the

electric current passing through the discharge,

rRI = [u + afj._ + (a + l)(a,]eE n° \ 2irr J (2.40 r/R)dr. (76)
J 0



On performing the integration indicated in equation (76), the

expression for the current becomes,

24

o

I=[|jl + ap. +(a + l)H-]eEn (ZttR^/2. 40)J. (2. 40) (77!

(10, p. 155). The constant terms in the above equation may be

combined, the value J (2. 40) = 0.520 (10, p. 158) substituted, and

the equation written

2
1= 1.36R eE[u + au + (a + 1)u In °. (78)

e — re

Equation (78) is then solved for the concentration of electrons at the

axis,

n° = I/{1. 36 R2e[v + av +(a + l)v,]}, (79)
e e - ~

where [i.E is written v.. For our example I = 25 ma, so n =9. 59

xlO/cm3, n°-an° = 8. 05x10 /cm , andn°= 9. 00 x 10 /cm . These
e +

numbers along with equations (63)-(65) substituted into equations

(60)-(62) completely determine the problem, and the constitution of

the plasma at any point in the positive column is known.

DISCUSSION

Because of the difficulty in obtaining good data from the

literature, only one example of the theory presented here was
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worked out completely. There is a real need for better measure

ments of E/p vs p R in the uniform positive column of oxygen

discharges. Many of the earlier workers did not measure the gas

temperature along with their other data as Guntherschulze did (6,

p. 764), making it impossible to calculate a diffusion coefficient

for the ions and to correct the pressure to standard temperature.

The gas density, not the pressure, is the fundamental quantity

involved, and unless the pressure can be corrected to standard

temperature the data are not useful for out purposes. The data of

Guntherschulze mentioned above are available only for a range of

E/p of about 20 - 30 volts/cm-torr. We could use data for a
o

more complete range of E/p , say 12-50 volts/cm-torr, complete

with gas temperatures and at a given constant current to calculate

a, S/p , and n for different values of E/p .
o e ^o

The data on the ion and electron drift velocities, the electron

temperature, and the ionization and attachment coefficients were

all taken from experiments in Townsend discharges. The energy

distribution of the charged particles in a Townsend discharge may

differ very much from that in the uniform positive column of a glow

discharge making the data used unacceptable for this application.

In the absence of information on this question, the Townsend dis

charge results were used to illustrate the theory. ,
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Thompson has been able to determine the ratio of electron to

negative ion temperature in the striated positive column of an oxygen

glow discharge from an experimental determination of the energy

distribution of the negatively charged particles (14, p. 819). It

would be desirable, if possible, to repeat these experiments in the

uniform positive column in oxygen under various conditions.

It would also be desirable to determine experimentally which

kinds of positive and negative ions are present in the uniform posi

tive column of an oxygen discharge. This might possibly be done by

the use of a radio frequency mass spectrometer probe such as

Thompson utilized for striated oxygen discharges (15, p. 515-516).

If it were found that the ion species were different from those

Thompson found in the striated column, the mobilities for the proper

ions should be substituted into our theory in place of the values used.

The theory itself would not have to be altered unless it were found

that there were two or more kinds of positive or negative ions

present. In this case another diffusion equation and another equation

of continuity could be written for each new ion species and the

theory developed in the same manner.

There are many possible ionization and deionization processes

that could take place in the positive column. The ones we assumed

for the purposes of our theory are perhaps the most likely, but it
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would be desirable to know exactly which processes take place and

their rates. These could be determined from the variations of their

cross-sections with the energies of the particles, together with the

energy distributions of these same particles in the uniform positive

column. There are insufficient data available at present to allow

such determinations.

Although it is made by many other workers (11, 13, 14, 18),

the assumption that the ratio of negative ion to electron concentration

is constant throughout the positive column remains hypothetical. Its

only vindication is the fact that its incorporation into our theory

allows us to obtain physically reasonable solutions to the diffusion and

continuity equations. The situation might actually be quite different.

The work of Thompson (14, p. 820) in striated oxygen discharges,

although far from conclusive, seems to indicate that an assumption

of constant electron density might be better. If possible, experi

ments should be undertaken to determine the validity of this assump

tion and the theory modified if necessary.

The experiments mentioned above are desirable to test out

hypotheses and to provide numbers for insertion into our theory.

Although these are very difficult projects in themselves, the real test

of our theory lies in the accuracy of its predictions. Experiments

should be undertaken to determine whether the radial diffusion of
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negative ions in the uniform positive column of an oxygen glow dis

charge operating under the conditions of our example is toward the

axis as we have predicted. We also need a more direct experimental

determination of the constitution of the plasma at different points in

the positive column with which to compare our results. Thompson

(14, p. 820) has determined the radial variation of the charged parti

cle concentration in the striated positive column of an oxygen dis

charge, but many more experiments need to be done before we will

have sufficiently accurate results with which to compare those of our

theory. In conclusion we can only say that we have presented a very

likely theory based on the best experimental evidence available at

present. We can only wait until new and more sophisticated

experiments are performed for final verification or modification.
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APPENDIX! NOTATION

Vector quantities are represented by a horizontal bar over the

literal symbol used to represent that quantity, i.e. E, F_, and J.

The gradient of a scalar quantity n. is written grad n. and the di

vergence of a vector quantity E is denoted div E. The components

of vector quantities are referred to in cylindrical coordinates (r,cj),

z) coaxial with the cylindrical discharge tube, the r-component of E

being written E unless otherwise noted.

The subscript i on a literal symbol stands for the type of parti

cle involved: + for positive ions, - for negative ions, and e for

electrons. The value of a quantity at the axis of the discharge tube

is denoted by the superscript o.

The notational symbols used in this paper are the following!

n- ^particle number density (number of particles/cm-5)

u. = electrical mobility (cm^/v-sec)

D- = diffusion coefficient (cm /sec)

a 2 /D. = ambipolar diffusion coefficient (cm /sec)
1

T = particle kinetic temperature (°K)
i

T = gas temperature ( K)

e = magnitude of electron charge (1. 60 x 10-1 ' coulomb)

k = Boltzmann constant (8.62 x 10" ev/°K)
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p = pressure corrected to standard temperature (torr)

R = radius of discharge tube (cm)

vi = drift velocity of a particle in the direction of the electric
field (cm/sec)

I = electric current passing longitudinally through the discharge
tube (amp)

Jq = zero-order Bessel function

Ji = first-order Bessel function

r^ = particle flux density (number of particles passing through
1 cm per sec)

E = electric field strength (v/cm)

— 2
J = electric current density (amp/cm )

Z = rate of electron and positive ion production by primary
electron collisions with gas molecules (number ion pairs
produced per electron per sec)

Y = rate of negative ion formation by attachment of electrons
to gas molecules (number of attachments per electron per
sec)

X = rate of negative ion destruction by collisional detachment of
electrons from collisions with gas molecules (number of
detachments per negative ion per sec)

a = ionization coefficient (mean number of ionizations per cm
of electron drift in the direction of the electric field)

r\ - attachment coefficient (mean number of attachments per cm
of electron drift in the direction of the electric field)

6 = detachment coefficient (mean number of detachments per cm
of negative ion drift in the direction of the electric field)




